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The SCS softball team swept
a non-conference double•
header at Selke Field while
the baseball team got
crushed at the University of
Minnesota.
Page 7
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Greedy little foxes
"The Little Foxes," an SCS
spring production, is a play
about the extreme desire for
wealth .
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Area pastor
on personal
leave after
.allegations
by George Severson
Assistant news editor
A pastor at University Lutheran
Church of the Epiph'any, formerly
Lutheran Campus Ministry, is on
indefinite personal leave from his
duties foUowing accusations of
sexual misconduct made against him
this spring by a SL Cloud woman.

Thirsty Thursday ban proposed
by Brad Hoeschen

Thursday.

Staff writer

Although the Red Carpet is not the
only bar in St. Cloud that offers specials
like Thirsty Thursday, it is the only one
being examined at this time.
"Some of the landlords were at a
public meeting and asked the council to
put a kibosh on that." said Larry Meyer,
City Council president '"There seems to
be a limited social value received."
Since the landlord liability ordinance
was passed about two years ago,
considerable responsibility has been

Thirsty Thursday's nights may be
numbered, if a group of landlords gets its
way.
Some landlords appeared before St.
Cloud City Council March 30 with a
proposal to ban the Red Carpet's Thirsty
Thursday drink special. Patrons pay a $4
cover charge and are served unlimited
beer, 50 cent rail drinks and $1 call
drinks from g. 11 p.m. on Thirsty

Eluding the tag

See Thirsty Thursday/Page 3

Sex crimes
investigator
speaks at SCS

The Rev. Darius Larsen, St. aoud.

is on paid leave while church officials
conduct an investigation into
allegations brought against him.
The woman's attorney, William
Smoley, said his tlient claims Larsen
made improper sexual contact and
sexually harassed her last summer.
She is considering filing a civil

by Jean Ann Moraskl

lawsuit, Smoley said.
"We do intend to make a claim for
the harm that happened," Smoley
said. "I'm not certain at this time who
the defendants will be." A lawsuit
could be filed against the
organization which employs Larsen,
he said.
Officials at University Lutheran
Church were made aware of the
allegations made by his client earlier
this spring, Smoley said. "Both the
church and (Larsen) are aware of the
charge or facts my client is claiming
occurred, .. he said.
Church officials were contacted
from Southwestern Minnesota Synod,
which is the diocese headquarters in
Redwood Falls. The bishop's
spokesman declined to comment on

See Church/Page 2

placed on landlords, said Travis Kent,
Campus Management owner.
According to the ordinance, landlords'
major responsibility is to control noise
coming from their rental properties. After
three noise citations the landlord can be
brought before a city health board to
determine if the renter 's license should
be revoked.
"My position is if we're going to hold
lancilords responsible, then we need to

Paul Middlestaedl/photo editor

The call was close, but Shane Birch made It to third base before J.R.
WIiiard snagged the ball Monday at Halenbeck practice field.

The most important thing you want to
do is survive.
That was Pete Lcgus' message when
the detective with St. Cloud Police Sex
Crime and Investigation spoke in the
Atwood Ballroom Tuesday night
Legus gave a presentation about sex
crimes to about 300 SCS students and
faculty. It consisted of examples of cases
that have occurred in Minnesota, St.
Cloud and at SCS.
Legus, a member of the St. Cloud
Police Department for 17 years, became
_involved with sex crime investigations
about three years ago.
Part of his job includes training police
officers during a full.day seminar on how
to deal with sexual assault cases. He
describes various cases and relates to the
officers the sensitivity needed in each
situation. Part of what he stresses is that a
victim might come up with a bizarre
story but must be taken seriously because
more than likely the situation is true.
Legus estimates that 2,500 criminals of
sexual assault will be getting out on
parole within the next few years. "All

See Sexual Assault/Page 10

EGOS de La Vida Chicana hopes for appreciation
by Andrea Frledenauer
and Kathleen Erdman
"It's funny how celebrations
bring about appreciation," said
Elsa Vega•Perez, one of the
featured speakers for ECOS de
la Vida Chicana, a month.long
celebration of Chicana heritage.
Anthony Vigil, assistant

News Briefs - 3

director of admissions and one
of the organizers, said that
Chicana heritage is "completely
ignored" at SCS. For Chicana
women, the isolation is even
greater, he said. That is why he
and the other organizers decided
to emphasize the experiences of
Chicana and Latina women.
ECOS stands for the voice and

Editorial - 4

existence of the Chicana
woman, Vigil said.
Vega•Perez is one of several
women visiting SCS this month
to either speak or perform for
ECOS de La Vida Chicana She
is the executive director of the
Minnesota Hispanic Education

See ECOS/Page 2
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Atwood expansion
still on schedule
by Heather Falllng

passing-through area, with
dozens
of
student
The late bloom of spring has organizations, making them
not caused any delays in the much more accessible as well
expansion
of
Atwood · as increasing their awareness,"

Memorial Center.
"'Everything is going
smoothly.'' said Joe Opatz,
' Atwood director. "We have
stayed within the budget and
construction continues to move
according to schedule."
Within the three-level
construction site, sunlight
shines through a hole which
will soon become the main
level entrance to Atwood. Steel
frames separate faculty offices
from the student conference
room and new information
center.
" The main level will be a

Opatz said.
The nightclub will occupy
the lower level of the Atwood
addition.
The addition to Atwood is

expected

to

open in September.

Although construction will
continue throughout the 199293 school year, students will be
able to begin breaking in the
completed sections while the
rest is finished.
" Hang in there," Opatz said.
" If students can just put up
with the inconvenience a little
longer it will pay off in the
end."

Hege Holstad/staff photographer

Joe Opatz stands In the newest part of Atwood Memo~al Center Tuesday. Construction
continues on time and the expansion should be open by September.

-----------------------

Church

From Page 1

matters involving Larsen.
Larsen said he was advised to
not comment at this time.
Church officials from the
synod have been in contact with

the woman making the
accusations, and she has
cooperated with them during the
investigation, Smoley said.
The woman has not filed an

official complaint or lawsuit
University Lutheran Church is
a division of the Evangelical
Church of America.
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Hold a piece of tape up lo your eyes,
dim the llghls and try to fill out your

·

taxes.

· ·

·

~

·· ·

Now you"re seeing things from her
point of view.

i4. , d ,., .,. , ·.::= ~-=~
• ·

._ AJ111t.1~t e\'er)1J!K~·has w file laxes, hul A01
evel)OOeta11(h1ito11 theirow11.\tll11nteerand
· ~~ help make someonf's 1..xes less laxifl!I. Call

1

University Luthe
Church of the Epipha

HIGHPOINT
Apartments
259-9673
WE MAKE YOUR LIVING DECISIONS EASY AND FAST
1-' OR THE BEST THAT THE CAMPUS AREA HAS TO OFFER
"CHECK-OUT" nm.SE HICHPOI NTS!

STARTING PRICE ~TS-i,,a:'.'

V
V
V
Shane Opatz/assistant photo editor

ECOS de La Vida Chicana FromPage1
Program in the Twin Cities and

have toward her culture and the

is involved in several social
service organizations for
minority
and
urban
communities. Her presentation
on Tuesday focused on her
experiences as a Puerto Rican in
New York.
Vega-Perez said her biggest
rote models growing up were
the Sharks, a Pueno Rican gang
in the movie "West Side Story."
"I grew up knowing Puerto
Ricans were poor and didn't
have the social power lO effect
change," she said. "Therefore I
was angry."
Vega-Perez said she wants to
hold on to her heritage, but is
frustrated by the attitudes some

Spanish language.
"I learned it here, not in a
foreign country," she said.
"Don't tell me 'You're in
America now, love it or leave
it.'"
"It's clear that people of color
cannot rest in this country,"
Vega-Perez said. "Our school,
our state, our country will not
look out for us."
Campuses are the most
JX>Werful arena for change in the
United States, Vega-Perez said.
But first there must be changes
at the campuses. She suggested
that more emphasis be placed on
teaching a civil rights
movement

" Why can't every day be
ethnic day?" she asked. "Why
must there be a month or a
week?"
Vega-Perez's premier role
models are no longer the Sharks.
But Tuesday she mentioned two
new ones. Antonia Novella, the
current surgeon general, is both
the first woman and the first
Puerto Rican to hold the
pos ition . Tues day also had
special meaning for Vega-Perez,
she said. Fourteen years ago
Olga Mendez, a Puerto Rican
woman, was elected to the New
York State Senate.

$185

MICROWAVES AND DISHWASHERS IN EACH APARTMENT
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MINIBUNDS
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LJr. UNDRY FACLmESONEACII FLOOR
PLlJG. lNSAVAILABLE
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CEm'RAL AIR
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G,/ 1V AND TELEPUONE IIOOK-UPS IN EACII ROOM
~COURTEOUS ON SITED UILDING MANAGERS
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FREE BASIC CA BLE

YOU'VE ALREADY LOOKED AT THE
REST NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST!
LET US BE YOUR NEXT APARTMENT!
IT WON'T BE LONG UNTIL SPRING
LET'S BE PREPARED AND READY TO

MOVE!
WHY MOVE IT? - STORE IT FOR FREE

Ir you sign your lease for fall, you can leave your furniture
and belongings right in your apartment! It will all be there
when you move back in the fall! Yes free storage for the
summer if you sign up now! You can't pass up this deal! No
one will have to move you in the spring or again next fall!
HIGllPOINT

Apar-u

IBRIBFS"
Holocaust survivor gives
personal view of struggle
Six million Jews and 5 milJion non-Jews were
killed in a six-year period called the Holocaust.
Fred Baron,. a successful businessman and
Auschwitz survivor, wiU talk about his struggle for
survival during the Holocaust at 7 p.m. Monday in
Atwood Little Theatre.
Baron had never heard of the word "Auschwitz"
before his deportation. "I want people to know
about this and do something about this," he said.
"Even in my lifetime this event is already being
denied.•

Libertarian party coordinator
to speak at Java Joint
A member of the Ubertarian party will be in St.
Cloud next week.

Richard Kleinow, co-founder and state
coordinator of the Libertarian Party of Minnesota,
will be appearing at 7:30 p.m. Monday at the Java
Joint, 455 First St. S., St. Cloud. Kleinow will
discuss the hlsto,y and principles of the.Libertarian
party and answer any questions.

Internship opportunities
available for Fall Quarter
Partners in Friendship has many internship and
volunteer opportunities available for the 1992-93

academic Y!"'f·

.
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Thirsty Th Urs day :some want it banned From Page 1
hold others responsible," Kent
said. "I'm not trying to close
bars, but people should be held
responsible.
"We all agree Thursday is a
bad night. We've zeroed in on
Thirsty Thursday. I know there
is a Mug Night on Monday, but
I think Thirsty Thursday is a
good place to start," Kent said.
"(Thirsty Thursday) is a
major contributor to the
problem," said Wayne Wieber,
Campus
Place
Property
Management owner. "We will
send a petition to the council
with the signatures of several
landlords."
"I've been hearing some
grumblings," said Rick Gaetz,
Red Carpet owner. "I think they
are going to have problems
banning happy hour." Gaetz said
the problem is not his alone. ''I
think Travis Kent might find the
people he's having problems
with are not even old enough to
get into bars," Gaetz said.
The city is examining the
possibility of drafting an
ordinance banning activities like
Thirsty Thursday, said Jan
Petersen, city attorney. "We are·

" I think they are going to have
problems banning happy hour; "
-Rick Gaetz
owner, Red Carpet
looking into whether we have
the authority and if it will be
effective. We are not aware of
any other city with this
legislation," he said.
But Thursdays _ are not
necessarily the busiest night of
the week for St. Cloud police.
"TypicaJly Friday is busier than
Thursday, but things pick up on
Thursday for (the weekend),"
said Jim Moline, assistant chief
of police.
The police department will be
doing some comparative studies
in the near_foture to determine
the difference in numbers of
caJls on different nights, Moline
said.
City Council members are
divided on the issue. "It
certainly SCCms appropriate not
to allow unlimited drinking,"
said Sonja Berg, City Council
member. "It certainly seems like
a concept we • ought to

discourage."
But the City Council
representative from Ward I, the
campus area, is not convinced
banning Thirsty Thursday will
solve the problems. "I'm in
favor of making sure that the
bars offering specials are
showing responsibility to
sending people back out their
door," said John Severson,
coW1cil member.
"If I was backed into a comer
where there was a level of
abuse, nuisance factor and
safety problem, at that point in
time I would look at banning
something like that," Severson
said.
While a date for an open
hearing has not been set, Meyer
said it will be soon. "I'd like to
see it come up before the
college students have left."

Internship positions for two programs are

available for students in any major. There is a ne<!d

for teacher's assistants for the CreatJve: Parenting
Program and student advisers who can he1p lead
training in the Success .Jn School Program.
Internships must be approved through the
appropriate department to receive credit.

Mentors, tutors and teacher's assistants are also
needed for next year. Training is available now for
positions starting Fall Quarter.

Partners in Friendship is located in Room 34
Lawrence Hal1. For more information on

ITZA BA K ...
"ltza Quiz Bowl II"

f/
..

Sponsored by Atwood Center. ltza Pizza Parlor & SCS Bookstore
Tuesday. April 14th at 5 p.m.
.
in the ltza Pizza Parlor, Atwood Lower Level
.
~,_,1'.i
,,

internships and volunteer positions, call 654-0929.

Group offers support to
diabetics and their families

~

The Saint Ooud Hospital is offering a support
group for persons with diabetes and their families.
The Diabetes Support Group meets from 7:30 to 9

NO ENTRY FEE!.

p.m. every third Wednesday of each month in
Riverfront D at the Saint Ooud Hospital. The group
is free and open to the public.
A licensed consulting psychologist, Steve Vincent,
is the facilitator.
For more information, contact Karen Reisdorf at

,r.

Trivia Teams of 4 compete for $500 in prizes!

I

•
Prizes

i,

::~

•

~
7

•Teams of 4 must be SCS students or faculty

1st place-$200 Gift Certificate to scs
bookstore

Local drive raises about
70,000 pounds of food

•Registration day is from 5-5:30 p.m. in ltza
Pizza Parlor (Adavanced registration is
preferred, stop by Rec Center or call 255-3773)

2nd place-$100 Gitt Certificate to SCS
Bookstore

The Salvation Army reported 69,599 pounds of
food and $4,959 was raised during its March Food
Share Drive.

• Tournament organized just like "College Bowr

3rd Place--$50 Team Pizza Party at ltza
Pizza

The highest need for food items is during the
summer. An estimated 65,000 pounds of food will
be distribute~ in the St. Cloud area during the
summer.
The Salvation Army is also in need of volunteers
during National Volunteer Week, April 27-May 1.
Volunteers are needed for dishwashing and
emergency backup.

r---ttzaa~~~~~ro~----,

654-0826.

What Yfil! need l2 know!

~

-Free pizza and pop to all participants during
event!

Ii::~
I

-~ae:ebersl .

~:
4

Plus $150 In door prizes & free food!

Captaln'~:~one #_ _ _ _ _

~~i::___MN

Zip_ _ _

Tum entry form in at me ~rwood Rec Center Desk. on or before 5p.m. TuesdayAp,il 14, 1992.
.
(all 1eam members must be either an SCSU student, faculty or sraff member. This form is lot advance registrar/on. Cap tams
must still confinn their team's participatioo between 5-5:30 p.m. the evening o/ ltza Ouiz Bowl. Good Luck!

I
I
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AMY BECKER
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MICHAEL ATHENS
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Emphasize shared concerns

Banning bar specials bad
for South Side relations
The line between "Students" and "Real People" was
drawn in the spring dirt on South Side streets again this
week.
Permanent city residents who think students are a
menace are daring businessmen, lawyers and students to
cross that line.
This time, the issue is Thirsty Thursday at the Red
Carpet. Some South Side landlords propose banning
Thirsty Thursday, an evening drink special, to decrease
noise and other violations by students.
· What crap.
The Red Crupet is not the only place offering drink
specials on Thursday, or any other day of the week. Even
the city attorney is unsure whether City Council can
actually enforce such a rule.
Any student of legal drinking age is free to choose
whether to imbibe. It is not just drunks who cause
problems on the South Side. And trying to arbitrarily
sanction one bar for its capitalistic pursuit of a willing
market is about as clever as using a baseball bat to turn
on a computer.
Permanent and student residents of the South Side
should wake up and realize it is pointless to spend
another year making lines in the dirt and daring the other
to cross them. Admittedly there are problems on the
South Side, but many of them are shared concerns. No
one wants to see another summer of fear and violence no one wants a student or a permanent resident to be
abducted in what should be a safe neighborhood. Major
issues such as these are more deserving of attention.
Instead of talcing ludicrous measures against a
minority of students who may be partying too hard,
permanent residents should foster contact and
conversation with other students and work to improve
the South Side for everyone. with a minimum of ill will
and a bit of cooperation.
University
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Educorp an education unto itself
by Marty Sundvall, Editor
A few years ago, a
thoughtful department
secretary changed my life.
, I had always thought it was
the duty of the faculty and
staff here at SCS to enrich our
lives and lead us to the
educational experience of a
lifetime. But I never dreamed
so many doors could be
opened with the simple touch
of a few keys and something
called a mouse.
This secretary showed me a
wonderful thing called a
chOOser, where other things
called Public Domain and
Educorp could be found on our
computer system. All it took
was a few selections, the
entering of an ill-gained
password and viola, the videogame player 's mother lode.
Inside this mountain of files
were games - simple games,
stupid games, difficult games
and impossible games. There
were word games and card
games and games with little
bugs that went pop when the
shooter hit them. There were
games with little tiles and big
tiles and invisible tiles that
could only be seen if another
tile was selected.
There were adventure
games, oh so many adventure
games. There were journeys
through Alice's wonderland
and strange trips through outer
space and innerspace and
hyperspace. There were games
where a goal is to have extramarital relations with an alien
queen or a mermaid or a green
thing with seven eyes. You

" There were word games and
card games, and games with
little bugs that went pop when
the shooter hit them.
"
could play these games as
either man or a woman (all
adventure in itself) and do the
nasty with all sorts of strange
computer beings. These even
came complete with playing
levels of tame, medium and
lewd I thought I had gone to
that great arcade in the sky.
When Nintendo first came
out, I scrimped and saved, but
could never quite save enough
to buy one of these magical
machines. After moving to St.
Cloud and deciding to put my
full energy into gaining a
diploma, my significant other
refused to buy me one of these
Nintendo things before Christmas. She said it had something
to do wilh a concern that my
grade point would crash
through the floor while I was
sitting bleary-eyed in front of a
character named Mario.
"Perish the thought," I said at
the time.
Looking back, I know she
was probably right. As it is,
when someone wants to find
me at my second home or
putting in my six hours of
weekly servitude in one of our
computer labs, I can usually be
found plucking away at peg
solitaire or losing to a
cheating, self-serving
backgammon program. Other

times I can be found
challenging a bottom-dealing
cribbage program or playing
air hockey with some sorceress
who makes the puck move this
way and lhat.
Other people use their
computer for speadsheets, or
art, or for some graphic design
doo dads. Other people have to
contend with something called
a computer virus, which I
presume started out to be a
game before the programmer
decided to be an evil genius.
Still others use computers to
figure their taxes or budgets or
household finances.
They will say the computer
is here to serve us, to make our
lives easier, simpler and faster
so we can be competitive in
thi s time of economic chaos.
They may be right. One
cannot attend SCS without
having some contact with
computers. Their lives will be
made better, their products
neater and their grades
improved through technology.
But it won't be long before
these lab drones run into
someone who will say, "Have
you ever seen this?" From that
point on, their educational
experience will be changed,
and likely a secretary will be
lhc one to thank.

ditt'I '
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PINIONS
Grade inflation hinders all students at SCS
As college students, we trudge through
four or five or six years of school in
hopes of finding a good job that challenges us and puts what we have learned
to good use (and hopefully pays well).

To this end, we must take innumerable
classes and receive grades for each of
these classes. And the grades we get in
some way represent what we have
learned in these classes.

Determining how much a student has
learned is undoubtedly a trying and
thankless job for our teachers. They give

quizzes and tests, assign essays and
research papers, and require projects and
presentations-all in an effort to gauge
what we, as students, have learned over
the course of ten weeks. It's a daumless
task.
And these grades are a fa1sc

representation of a student's learning.
We all know that an 'A' supposedly
means "superior," that a 'B' means
"above average" and that a 'C' means
"average." We all also know that these

supposed equivalences are as accurate as
a Minnesota budget forecast. (In other
words, they aren't even close.)
If an· A' were truly superior and a 'C'
simply average, many more students
would be running around with straight
C's than with A's and B's. If these grades

really meant what they were supposed to,
a grade point average or 2.31 or 2.6
would actually be considered acceptable
for an average student But it's not.
Currently, the average GPA for an SCS
student is closer to 2.7 than 2.0. Does
this mean that most students at our
beloved university are actually above
average or intellectually inclined'! This
is hardly the case.
As a general rule (and exceptions exist,
but they are exceptions), SCS students
arc not known for their brain power. This
is not a stereotype; this is a fact SCS
student, on the whole, are average. This
is true of the students at most
universities. Most or us arc plain, run-ofthe-mill, average people-no smarter or
dumbct than the next person. It's the
truth.
Then why arc grades so high'! Why is
a 'B' now considered average and
anything less generally thought of as
unacceptable'! The answer is simple:
grade inflation. And as students we are
hurt by it.
Increased grades have come with
decreased expectations. Students arc
learning less but arc looked upon as
knowing more.
With grade inflation, grades have lost
their meaning, and it becomes

increasingly difficult for those who truly
stand out among students to receive the
attention they deserve. For example, if
half a class gets A's because they do
consistently decent work, what happens
to the student who excels all others in the
class throughout the quarter'! At best she
gets an •A' (like everyone else) and some
teacher recognition. However, this •A'
looks the same as everyone else's when it
comes time to land a job. So an
exceptional student appears simply
average.
Superior students do not stand out as
well as they should because of grade
inOation, but these higher grades hurt the
average students too. Hypothetically, if a
'B' truly meant above average (which it
does not), then this would also mean that
any student who receives a 'B' has an
above average understanding of that
class' subject man.er. And any student
who gets an 'A' must be genius materia1.
But this just ain't so. So students who
get these grades probably have a fa]se
sense or security when it comes to these
topics. However, when it comes time to
see who really was paying attention in
class and who knew enough only to get
by, too many people find out too late that
they were in the Iauer category.
Of course, for an instructor to give out

truly accurate grades can be difficult.
How can any test or paper or discussion
indicate a student's learning'! How do we
grade potential? How do we grade
inquisitiveness'! Sometimes it's easier to
give the benefit or the doubt. Add to this
the subjective nature of assignments and
grading itself, and giving grades becomes
even tougher.
There's also the realization for teachers
and students-whether acknowledged or
not-that a grade will impact a student'
life in unforeseen ways: it can affect job
possibilities, it can hamper entrance into
another school, it can be compared to that
of someone from another school. How
do we keep our students competitive in
the "real world'!" Grade innation could
be seen as one answer.
Too many factors go into grading to
make it easy (or sometimes even fair) and
too much rides on the grades for them not
to be accurate representations of our
learning. Student's who get A's and B's
but know their work deserves B's and C's
are only hurting themselves by not
speaking out.
To borrow a phrase from the 1970s,
let's Whip Grade Inflation Now.

Robert Gardner
junior, English

You cannot fool God
I am writing this letter with utter
disappointment and disgust in certain
individuals who have been and are
now expressing themselves in the
university paper. Although this letter
will not be understood by most, I hope
it brings some comfort to the
Christians on this campus.
To those persons continually trying
to convince myself and others that
homosexuality must be accepted in
our society as an "a1ternate lifestyle."
For the record, I have no fear or anger
towards any of the above persons, and
love every homosexua1 and
heterosexua1 the same. Without
intending to offend you, I would also
like to state that you arc living a lie
from hell, and because or your sinful
lifestyle you have chosen to live, you
will be judged and are accountable for
that. Please direct your anger towards
1 Corinthians 6: IO. Come on people,
get rca1 with this issue! You may be
able to fool some people, but you
can 't fool the Lord, and you are only
kidding yourselves.
To those people who seem to think
that Pro-Choice is the right choice, I
ask you to re-evaluate your thought
process for a minute or two. The
other day I ran into a person with a11
these arguments on why we should
support abortion. Upon "further
questioning, I learned this person
claimed to believe in God. ls this not
an obvious contradiction, to believe in
God, who creates all things, and then
try to justify killing one of his
creations. In Ga1ations 1: 15 Paul
states that "even before I was born

God had chose me ..." Please ponder
this the next time you try to justify
killing something you say "hasn't
been conceived."
lastly I would like to call on all
Chrfstians reading this letter for a
prayer request. To the poor individual
who has ferverently been so ever
consistent in attempting to express
his/her unspiritual self in the personals
for at least the last year if not more.
The author of the "Jesus is Pretend"
and "Christianity is Slavery"
paragrapM in this paper has definitely
proved how lost and ignorant a human
being can become without knowing
Jesus Christ personally. Whenever I
think of this article I only see the
shock on this person's face and the
tears in his/her eyes when he/she finds
out too late that Jesus is for real!
I have given an avid description of
myself as the author of this letter for
one reason, to show that I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
To a11 Christians reading this, you
know that is exactly what he calls us
todo! Please don't stand by idly and
let your faith be put to shame by wha:t
happens on this campus. I urge you to
pray and believe and start standing up
more strongly for your beliefs by
expressing yourselr just as nonChristians have been so eager to do in
this paper.

Chronicle should promote Earth
Week 1992 to atone for mistake

As a student at SCS and a member of SCOPE (Student Coa1ition On Peace and the
Environment), I appreciate the honesty of the Chronicle admitting their mistake (March 31,
Commentary) of distributing "glossy inserts". I have a suggestion that may help you to ease
your conscience and guilt and help the environment at the same time.
As you may be aware of already, Earth Weck 20-25, is approaching and several SCS
student awareness groups are sponsoring campus and community service activities for
environmental awareness. I think it would be of great service for the Chronicle to run
advertising on the activities and events to increase a~arcness for all students and faculty
members on how they can help the environmentalist, Chief Seattle, "the earth docs not belong
Timothy R. Larson to us, we belong to the earth. For we did not create the web of life, we are merely strands
senior, Biology within it. Anything we do to the web, we do to ourselves.

Sharon Myran

junior, Social Studies
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Is English your favorite
subject?
To avoid, that is.

396 First Ave. S. St. Cloud, Minn.
56301
MllSs & Events 251-3261

BURN

Christ ~
Church
Newman
Center

llfl:·e

+

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Office 251-3260
Pastor'• Rcaidcnoo 251-2712

LENTEN COMMUNAL
RECONCILIATION SERVICE
7 p.m., Monday, April 13

English 162 test-out
Tuesday, April 21
9 a.m.-11 a.m.
Riverview 118

LIGHTEN UP!

OHI.YYOUCANPRCVEHTfOR£SlflllCS.

''Angels can fly because
they take themselves
so lightly. "

Sign up by 3 p.m. April 20 on the
posted sheet on th e bulletin board across
from Room 106, Riverview.

G.K. Chesterton

Must show SCS ID at time of exam.

English 163 test-out
Friday, April 24
1 p.m. -5 p.m.
Room 305, Stewart Hall

HALENBECK APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL, ·921
Pick out your own forge, 11rfrme room i11 o,1r f1cmuif11l

4-bedroom/2-balh apart~ms at 5th Ave. and /Ith St. S.

Join the March of Dimes
WalkAmerica.
April 25, 1992
252-1156
l1he MB1cholDimes8inhOelectsFoonda1ioo
endsignuptodayl

• Free Cable TV
• Wall-to-wan carpet
• Coin laundry

• Sto rage available
• Off-street parking
• No application lee

• Air conditioning

• Keyed bedroom locks

Sign up by 3 p.m. April 23 on the
posted sheet on th e bulletin board across
from Room 106, Riverview.

• Excellent location to SGS Halenbeck Hall
• Convenience store right nexl door

• Quiet, well-managed building

$100 / person/month - June, July, August
$639 / person/ Quarter: Fall, Winier, Spring

Must show SCS ID at time of exam.

More Info? 259-0977

Also must provide evidence o1 successlul
completion of English 162 through course work,
testing or transferred credit at time of the exam.

Hot Fun in the
Summertime!
Summer School at

scsu

• Choose from more than 600 courses
• Work ahead on your major field of study
•Catch up on your course work
•Select from morning, afternoon or evening courses
•Take Fridays of/! Most classes meet Mondays through Thursdays.
• Enjoy St. Cloud's summertime:
Art fairs
Outdoor concerts
Wheels, Wings and Water Festival
Nearby camping, fishing and sailing
First Tenn: June 8 to July 10
Second Term: July 13 to August 14

ST. CLOUD STATE
UNIVERSITY

For a class schedule for St. Cloud
State University's Summer
Program contact:
Summer Session Director
Administrative Services Building 121
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Ave. S.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301-4498
Phone: (612) 255-2114

•-
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Bulldogs coach
earns 300th
win at Huskies'
expense, 6-3

m

by Mike Grieve
Staff writer

SCS' Michelle OeBace tries unsuccessfully to score as Bemidji State's Darla Thompson sets to tag.

Pitching vaults SCS in sweep
by Many Sundvall
Editor
Bemidji State softball coach George

Stown said that he would have liked
his team to improve both their hitting
and
defensive play
during
Wednesday's doubleheader al Selke
Field.
He was not disappointed in the fact

his team hit well at times, nor with the
fact that his team played eight innings
of error-free softball.
What he may be disappointed with
is the outcome of the two games. The

Huskies jumped to a 4-0 lead and
coasted to a 4-1 win in the opener,
then scored a nm in the bottom of the
seventh inning to win game two 3-2.
"We've got a young team and we
got off to a bad start this year," Stown
said. "SCS has a very good team. I'm
happy that we played them tough ..,
Game one belonged to the Huskies'
offense and to pitcher Sue Varland.
The offense supplied the spark in
the second and third innin gs scori ng three runs on four hits off
BSU pitcher Tera Latterell. Shelly
Jensen led off the second with her

second tripl e of the season, then
scored on Lisa Carlile's sacrifice. In
the third inning, Tonya Peterson got
her first of two singles in the game
and moved to second on a sacrifice
bunt. Pam Quarve then ripped a
double through the gap, scoring
Peterson. Jeannie DeBace's RBI
double scored Quarve from second.
Meanwhile, Varland, who entered
the game with a team-best 0.4 I
earned-run average in five starts, was
near perfect Through six innings

See SollbalUPage 9

After putting up with rain
and wind in the first outdoors
match of the season, the SCS men's tennis
team fell to no nconference foe MinnesotaDuluth 6-3.
The Huskies fall to 8-1 1 overall.
Don "Doc .. Roach , Minnesota-Duluth
coach, collected his 300th victory with the
Bulldogs, but it was not easy. Three matches
went three sets, while three others ended in tiebreakers.
In No. 1 singles, Myles Anderson of SCS
defeated Joe Rubin of Minnesota-Duluth 6-2,
6-3. Anderson controlled the first set, winn ing
it easily. Anderson toiled longer in the second
set, leading 4-1 when Rubin broke Anderson.
Anderson pulled out the win on an unforced
error by Rubin.
"I was just trying to get the ball over one
more time than he was - just trying to keep it
in play," Anderson said. "Myles played real
well, and Joe didn't," Roach said. "But usually
if you say someone played bad it means the
other player was making him play bad."
Brookes Taney had the other win for the
Huskies in singles, defeating the Bulldogs' Jay
Monson 6-4, 7-6 (7-5) . Ryan Ruedebusch,
Brian Gambill, Tom Fenton and Jeff Gilson all
lost singles matches for the Huskies.
Gilson and Fenton had to wait to fini sh their
matches until the rain subsided. Gilson trailed
0-2, and Fenton led 1-0, both in the third set,
when the match was delayed. After resuming,
Fenton took a 3-0 lead, only to lose the next
six games, and the match, to Ben Berkey 3-6,

6-4,6-4.
Gilson pulled to 3-4 on a service break but
lost the nex t tw o to the Bulldogs' M ike
Goldammer. Goldammer c losed the match
with a love game on his serve.
Anderson and Ruedebusch had the only
doubles win for the Huskies.

Difference between Divisions I and II: 16 runs
First-inning blues torment Huskies in Gophers' thrashing
by Troy Young

Assistant sports editor

II.."- 'T""-

MINNEAPOLIS a;' ~ The University of
Minnesota scored six runs in the firs t
inning and never looked back in routing
the Huskies 18-2 Wednesday afternoon at
Siebert Field in Minneapolis.
SCS' ace, Dave Oehrlein, walked the
bases loaded with no outs and didn't
recover, giving up a home run, two
doubles and a single in the opening sixrun inning.
Oehrlein left the mound after throwing
55 pitches in two innings, yielding nine

runs on seven hits-including two home
runs and four walks.
"He ju~t got behind in the count right
away and walked a few people," said
John Anderson, Gophers coach. "If his
breaking ball would have been working
he would have thrown strikes , and it
could have been a different story.
''They dido 't pitch well in the first few
innings and that was the difference in the
game."
The Gophers hitting attack provided
starting pitcher Jim Brower with a
comfortable 14-run lead after three
innings. He coasted, turning in a one-hit
performance with three strikeouts

through five innings.
"Brower was aggressive and he threw
strikes," Anderson said. "Pitching sets
the tone and he threw the ball over the
plate and it transferred to our batters...
''They hit some balls hard off of me,..
said Brower, a freshman who entered the
game with 8. 7 innings prior experience
on the Big-10 team. "I just made the
pitches when I had to...
Five Minnesota pitchers held the
Huskies to three hits and stayed ahead in
the count most of the afternoon. ''They're
pitching was better than average," said

" (The Huskies)
didn't pitch well in
the
first
few
innings and that
was the difference
in the game."
John Anderson
-Gophers coach

See Baseball/Page 9
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A host of Huskies
The SCS softball
team is in the midst of a
three-game homestand.

SOFTBALL

ho~:~o ~~~:~e~a~~~;

State University at 2 p.m. Saturday and
Mankato State Tuesday.

Juniors Sue Varland and Jodi
Grzeskowiak have shared the SCS •
pitching workload, posting 5-1 and 4-2
records respectively.
The Huskies won four and dropped
three last weekend at the University of
Northern Iowa Dome Tournament.
Senior shortstop Pam Quarve led the

offensive punc h with a 9-for-26
performance, including a double and
three RBI.
SCS swept Bemidji State 4-1 and 3-2
Wednesday at Selke Field. Varland and
Grzeskowiak picked up the wins

pitching.

Home again, home again

.....
, r~
~ ~

The SCS baseball
team begins a 10-da)',
IO-game
stretc h

Saturday when they
play host to Southwest
State University for a doubleheader at
Dick Putz Field.

The Huskies are 7-11 and w ill
attempt to rebound from an 18-2 rout
against the University of Minnesota

with the doubles duo of Brad Digre and
Ruedebusch (10-8), tops in SCS
doubles.

Wednesday.
Dan Carlson leads the Huskies in

Tracking Tommies

batting with a .571 average and three
home runs in five games. He also has a
victory and 13 strikeouts in two pitching
pcrfonnances for the Huskies.
The South Dakota State Jackrabbits
are 15-9 this season. Gametime for the
twin bill is 1:30 p.m. SCS then plays
St. John's Monday at Collegeville for
one nine-inning game.

a

MIACbound
te::ts Ht~:k!es't r:;;;:

around the Minnesota
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference
this
weekend for three dual meets.
The Huskies will play the Gustavus
Adolphus junior varsity on Friday. SCS
opens Saturday's action at 9 a.m.
against St. Olaf and then faces Carleton
College at 2 p.m.
The University of Minnesota-Duluth
dumped the Huskies in Wednesday's
malCh 6-3.
Ryan Ruedebusch (ll-8) and Brooks
Taney (10-4) lead the way in singles

Becky Meyer and Sue Kopp continue
to lead the team with identical 12-2
records in singles play. Julie Sundby is
10-5 in singles.
The do ubl es team of Sundby a nd
Meyer improved their record to 13-3
giving Meyer a combi ned singles and
doubles record of 26-5. The SCS
women's track team travels to the Drake
Invitational Friday in Des Moines,

The SCS men's track
and field team competes
at the St. Thomas
~~ Invitational Saturday in
~ StPaul.
Junior Tony Lovcik set an SCS
school record in the javelin last
weekend with a throw of 194-feet-2 1(2
inches, breaking the old record by
almost six feet.
Also leading the Huskies at last
week's Snowball Invitational were
Lawrence Means and All-American
Scott Gove, who took first in the 400and 5,000-metcr respectively.

Iowa.

The season's first firsts
The SCS women's
track team turned in
many
first-place
performances at the
opening
meet
at
Northwest Missouri State University
last weekend.
Simona Samuelson automatically
qualified for the NCAA Division II
national track and field mee t with a
throw of 155 feet in the discus.
Becky Anderson also took first in the
lo ng and triple jumps with GiGi
Deslauriers capturing first place in I.he
high jump.
DesLauriers ' jump of 5-fcet•8 1/2
inches established a meet and stadium

a

Warfare weekend

tcn:~tte~t :t;;:ee~:
Force Invitational in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
for th e five-day meet
which ends Sunday.
The Huskies are 11-4 in duals this
season after falling to Carleton College
9-0 and defeating Augustana College

record.

(111.)7-2.

Compiled by Troy Young

DIPPING IS FOR DIPS.

Read and Recycle • Read and Recycle

DON'T USE SNUFF OR CHEWING TOBACCO.

-

ATTENTION
PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS

EMSING'S ;-

))R,
~

0

DEf.lGATESSEN

.. Voted Best Deli in St. Cloud!

Hemsing's has the best subs in town and a wide variety
of homemade salads, sauces, cheesecake, Greek
pastries, Baklava and pita sandwiches.

Come to the Student Services Office in
the Business Building, Room 123 to
obtain your access code number on the
following dates:

New at Hemsing's
Greek Gyros Served with homemade yogu rt , cucumber
sauce and a free soft drink.

Now Available
Veggie Pita
Chicken Breast Pita

Summer Sessions I & 111992
April 6

BLT Deluxe Pita
Ham & Cheese Melt Pita

Downtown
30 5 Ave. So.
251-5524

Priority Students Only

ApriI7-9

Hwy 10 location
838 E. St. Germain
255-1907

"The best keeps getting better"

All Students
Fall Quarter 1992

April 27
Priority Students Only

Pre-Business and Intended Majors
April 28
April 29
April30
May 1
May 4

A·D
E-J
K-M
N-Sk
SI-Z

'Summer in the City'
The Finest in Affordable Student Housing

University Place
1009 and 1021 61h Ave. S.

Stateside Apts.
1010 and 1020 6th Ave. S.

Free
Basic
Cable!

University West
724 7th Ave . S.

Campus Apts .
411 5th Ave. S.

Amenities include:

Freshmen
May5 A-H
May 6 I-P
May7 Q-Z
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Air conditioning, Microwaves, Dishwashers , TV and phone jacks in bdrm.,
Bathrooms with extra shower, Laundry, Bike rack, Free summer parking and more !

Low summer rates/Also renting fall

251-6005

Excel Realty - Prop. Mgmt. Inc.
81 OW. St. Germain

253-4042
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Baseball

Softball:

from Page 7

Varla nd gave up one hit and
yielded no walks. It wasn't until
the seventh that the Beavers
touched her for three hits and
one earned run. She struck out
eight in seven full innings.
In game two, both .teams
committed four errors, however,
it was SCS errors that allowed
Bemidji State to score.
The Huskies began game two
much the saine as they left off in
the opener. Pam Quarve singled,

Andy Bulson, one or three
Huskies to get a hit. "B ut it
wasn't good enough to hold us
to two or three hits."
With the score 17-0 in the top
of lhe eighth inning SCS right
fielder/pitcher Dan Carlson
made sure his team wouldn't get
shutout when he hit a 374-foot
home run over the left field wall
to give SCS its only two runs of

the game.
First baseman George Behr

then moved to second on a
grounder to pitcher Brenda
Brunner. Michelle DcBace's RBI
triple scored Quarve. DcBace
later scored on a BSU fielding
error, giving the Huskies a 2-0
lead.
SCS pitcher Jodi Grzcskowiak
cruised through four innings,
giving up one hit and fanning
two.
But the tide began to tum in
the fiflh. Janel Roehl led off the
Bemidji half with a hard double
to left center. Lora Hilger then
hit a sharp grounder to Quarve at

led the Gophers 18-hit attack
going 3-for-3 with two singles, a
home run and five RBI. Catcher
Darren Grass contributed with a
four-RBI performance that
included a home run and a
double.
"The guys (SCS pitchers)
didn't throw all that bad," said
Grass. "They're good, but the
only difference is we recruit
nationwide."
Bulson and Troy Marcia,
along with Carlson, were the

~~~:-~~=:~\~\!:~

\~1~:·n;::
pitching," Bulson said. "We
need to become more aggressive
at the plate and we'll be fine."

Close wins from Page 7

'------=--~--""s'"h,-,,-,o""p-,,-, ,1_,;:-:c,,c,ra:-,':",p7h,:-:.,':",: di:=tor ::;~~i°~d ~!~J:t:;:in;
scs pitcher Dave .Oehrleln grimaces as he releases a
pitch against the Gophers Wednesday at Siebert Fleld In
Minneapolis.

,;;;.~=========:::::::::=-------_.:;::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;,i
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633
1

out Roehl at third. Instead she
went to first and the throw was
off target Lisa Post appeared to
mat..~ the tag, however Hilger
was called safe and Quarve was
charged with an error.
Instead, BSU had runners at
the corners with none out. A
single by Darla Thompson
scored Roehl. One batter later,
Shelly Jensen misplayed a throw
to third, the ball went into the
dugout area and the second run
scored, leaving a runner at third
with none out
The key play of the game
came on a bunt attempt by Dana

Roline. Grzeslc.owialc. threw
Roline out at first, then Post's
throw picked off pinch~runner
Beth Hegemeister at home. She
crashed shoulder-first into
Michelle DeBace at home, but
DcBace managed to hang onto
the ball.
.
"We did what we wanted to do
in that situation," Stown said.
'The runner just got off to a late
jump. If she would have left
earlier, she would have made it"
"I was a little nervous (after
that)," Miller said. "But, I know
we've got a veteran team with a
veteran infield and thought that
we could come back."
Grzeskowiak did her part recording six consecutive outs in
the sixth and seventh innings.
For the game, Grzeskowiak gave
up three hits and struck out four.
Brunner gave up five hits for
Bemidji.
With one out in the last of the
seventh, Christy Starks drew a
walk and stole second. Quarve
popped out to the catcher, then
Jeannie DcBace, who struck out
looking in the fifth, fouled off a
half dozen pitches before
drawing a base on balls.
"She was mentally tough at
the plate and hung in there,"
Miller said of DeBace's at bat. "I
was confident that if Jeannie
didn't get the hit, Michelle
(DcBacc) would."
With two on and two out,
Michelle DeBace lifted a high
fly to right that eluded the
Bemidji fielder, scoring Starks
from second.
The Huskies move their record
to 10-3 on the season, while
Bemidji falls to 2-10.

Fraternities, Soro t es.
Clubs, Groups, Teams

li7i!:UBWUI

• Absoluulely No lnvestmen1I
•E arnhundredsofdollarsperdayl

NEW DRINK SPECIALS

$1000ormore perweekl
• Ask tor Darren lrom 9 a .m. 5 p.m

CALL TODAY 1-800-669-7678

MONDAY-TUESDAY--

PirchERs ANd SchNApps
Book-•M's BANANA spt..sh

WEDNESDAY-- BuckEn of Bud ••d Bud liG~T

THURSDAY,- Skip ANd Go NAkEd
FRIDAY-- REGISTER TO WIN
$~0 CASH! PLUS FREE
HORS D'OEU'VRE FROM
4 p.M.,7 p,M.

• Heated Swimming Pool
• Volleyball Court
•On-Site Management
• FREE ParkinefOutlets
• MicrowaveslDishviashers
•Metro Bus Service

•4 Bedroom Townhome
• FREE Basic Expanded Cable
•Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
•Heat and Water Paid
•Individual I.eases

CALL 252-2633

San Jose, C.R.
Tokyo

r----------------------,
Book - Em's

$315'
$315'

:

_$375•

:

Across from the courthouse

:

:

Buy 1 Pitcher,

:
I
:

sg:94•

•f«cs«cc.,cti~rrom~,s
~
n::v-,d1J1p p,x<:MSC. Ta>.cs

U"l"

notindJdcd«ldrnlricticm;1pply.

Council Travel

1S01~tyA--..eS.EJ<dfloor

6-Witii~J

4

1-800-BU-3!187

I

:
I

259-6284

Get 1 FREE!

:

I

L__ 3~~~y~~~~~~!'1~~~~~~--J
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Sexual ass au It: Writing Legislature can help from Page 1
of us have to wake up," he said.
One way to help in making
changes in the judiciaJ systeffi is
to write legislators.
It may see m there is more
violence today than in previous
years, but Legus said in the past
victims kept to themselves and
would not report crimina l
actions to the police. ''Today it
is easier for the victims to come
forward and they will be
believed," he said.
St. Cloud has taken steps to
prevent sexual assault, making it
one of the leading cities in the
state for aiding victims and
educating the public, he said.
"Awareness is the main
concern."
One of the main points of
Legus' message is awareness .
..Everyone wants an easy
answer, but there isn't one," he
said.
People have to take the
necessary precautions to be safe.
"A woman may have mace and
might know karate but she
should never let her guard
down," he said
Leg us
offers
oth er
suggestions like making
yourself aware of the
surroundings and re-evaluating
attitudes about persona) safety.
St. Cloud and the SCS
community have come a long
way in dealing wi th the
prevention of sexual assault but

it has to continue, said Vincent
Schendel, SCS senior. "When
people think they have
conq uered the problem, that's
when they will fai l," he said.
Other students who attended
the presentation agreed. Women
are automatically informed but
it is important for men to be

infonned, said Jason Gaaf, SCS
junior.
One way to become infonned
is to attend presen tations like
Legus'.
The presentation" was
sponsored
by
Student
Government.

Every
52 minutes,
another

Minnesotan
gets diabetes.

612/593•5333
1·800--232•4044

+ Private Bedrooms

+Parking

+Shared Bedrooms

+ Air Conditioning

+Mini Suites

+Heat/Water Paid

+Microwaves

+Laundry

+ Dishwashers

+Quiet Buildings

+ Mjni Blinds

$169 - $235

CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
253-3688

Off-campus students!--------Would you like to ...
SCSU Housing's 1992-93 Room Selection Process
forolT-campus students will be April 13, in Carol Hall 204
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Benefits and incentives:

0 Quarterly contracts avai lable in all residence halls,
c:;> Meal plan is optional in all residence halls.
Cooking facilities will be upgraded with the addi tion
of microwaves, ovens and stoves.
c;> Will not paint any returning students room during
academic year unless specifically requested.
Q Residence halls will feature new Universal gyms and
Schwinn Airdyne bicycles.
0 All women's bathrooms will have locks.
c;> Free use of microwave/refrigerator unit for the entire
year for each two people who sign up to live together.
Q if you choose to be on the meal plan, Fall Quarter you
will have the option to use one evening meal a week
for pizza at Atwood.
0 You are allowed to select your own room and hall.
QA drawing for prizes will be April 13.
Prizes include: Free'-room for one quarter, one 21
meal plan free for one quarter, two $50 gift certificates
for SCSU Bookstore, and more!
. . To take advantage or these special benefits, you
must take part in the Room Selection Process
April 13 and reside In your selected room Fall
Quarter 1992.

Experience

ii
Great
Living

Estimated cost of savings a quarter
living in the residence halls......... $181
Net cost savings for an
academic year <J quartersJ ••••••••••••••• $543

,
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'Little Foxes:' a staple in
American drama and greed
by Tom Sorensen
Graphics editor

"The play is about avarice
(the extreme desire for weaJth),"

'"There are people who eat the
earth and eat all the people on it
like in lhe Bible with the
locusts. Then, there are people
who stand around and watch
them eat it."
•Addie, Act III "Little Foxes"

Be it locusts or foxes, the
SCS production of 'The Little
Foxes," directed by Michael

Lane, presents a family in a
feeding frenzy of greed.

''The tittle Foxes"
What: An American
drama.
When: 8 p.m. April 9-

11, 13-15
Where: Arena Stage,
Performing Arts Center
llckets: Free with
valid SCS 1.D., $2 nonSCS students and
senior citizens

Lane said. "The Hubbard is
family moving into entrepreneur
rree market, trying their best to
make all the profits possible in
any way they can."
Yet, as actor Jess Richards,
playing Ben Hubbard, explains,
the methods used to make

profits in the deep South at the
tum of the century show that
there are no boundaries between
themselves and wealth.
"It's situational ethics," he
said. ''They do whatever they
want to do. They all grew up

through the civil war, saw their
world upturned. It's the way
they were brought up."
"You can treat other humans
inappropriately. The extreme
becomes the norm," he added.
An interesting twist is that
the top manipulator within this
male-dominated world is the
female Hubbard, Regina, played
by Vicky Granite.

Darin McCrea/staff photographer

Vicky Granite (RE!gJna), Russell Cole (Horace) and Laura Lynne Tapper (Alexandra)
rehearse for SCS' production of "The Little Foxes"

"You've come a long way
baby," she laughs, comparing
Regina's environment to the
Virginia Slims ad. "She's a
woman making her way in a
man's world . • . She's gotta
make her own way."
"If a man did it, it'd be all .

characters. You don't see that
enough where a woman wrote
with a female lead."

right," said Russel Cole, who
plays Regina's ailing husband
Horace.
Regina's strength appealed to
I:.ane long: ago. Playwright -

Lillian Hellman is one of his
favorites. He was "intrigued by
her (Hellman's) strong feminine

Comparing Regina's strength
to the men in the play I:.ane
See Foxes/Page 13

Big name in big band music to play at Jazz Fest
by Joel Myhre
Staff writer

A premiere saxophonist and jazz
composer, Bob Mintzer, will be featured
with the SCS jazz ensemble in the SCS
Jazz Fest.
The Jazz Fest begins at 8 p.m.
Saturday in Stewart Hall. The ensemble
will play 10 arrangements, the first five
from various composers. The final five
songs will be Mintzer's arrangements,
with Mintzer soloing on the saxophone.
Mintzer is well known in the music
business. In addition to performing as a
soloist, he leads his own big band, aptly
titled The Bob Mintzer Big Band. He is
also a member of The Yellowjackets, a
Grammy-winning group, and has
collaborated with famous musicians such
as Buddy Rich, Steve Winwood and An
Blakeley.

According to Gast, Mintzer has
written big band music for the modem
ear. "He uses the same type of
instrumentation, but it's a more
contemporary sound," Gast said.
Jazz has evolved into a more
contemporary sound from its beginnings
in the 1920s, featuring jazz greats Louie
Armstrong and Duke Ellington. It
originated as a combination of music
from several different Afro-American
styles, including ragtime and blues. "It's
a true American art form," Bakke said.
The typical jazz band comprises five

"It's a true American art form.''
- John Bakke, SGS junior
saxophonist, describes jazz
saxophones, four trombones, four to five
trumpets, a piano, bass and drums. This
will be the setup for the jazz ensemble as
well, Bakke said.

Foster, have gone very well, said Pilger,
who is in his fourth year with the
ensemble. ''This is probably our most
prepared concert."

Other jazz fests, featuring such
composers as Dennis Diblasio and Gary

In addition to jazz fests every year, the
ensemble toured Europe for two weeks
in the spring of 1990. The ensemble was
selected as the best college big band at
the 1989 University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire Jazz Festival.
What does the ensemble hope to learn
from such an accomplished player?
''Obviously, you can learn a lot from
him. It inspires you to be better. We can
also learn a lot of things about the
business," Bakke said.

Ensemble director-Kim Gast, a big fan
of Mintzer, was instrumental in bringing
him to SCS. said Andy Pilger, SCS
senior trumpet player. "Gast is an alto
player himself. We played Mintzer's
music last year and this year, and we
liked the way he wrote."
"Gast models a lot of his music after
Mintzer," said John Bakke, SCS junior
saxophonist.

Jarrod Schroeder will perform Saturday with the SCS Jazz ensemble.
Bob Mintzer, a well-known jazz saxophonist, wlll accompany the group.

Tickets for the SCS Jazz Fest are $3
and can be purchased in Room 238
Performing Arts Center or at the door.
For more information, call the SCS
music department at 255-3223.
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Film succeeds despite shallow plot
A movie review
by Tom Sorensen
White men can 'l jump, but they sw-e can hustle.
And the key word is definitely "hustle!" This film
comes at you fast and loose with homeboy banter and
insuJts flying almost as fast as the action on the
blacktop courts of L.A. It's glitzy and smooth with a
charming cast, starring Wesley Snipes ("New Jack
City} as Sidney Deane and Woody Harrelson as the
"chump," Billy Hoyle. Their performances create a
vibrant show.

WHITE

MEN

CAN~T

JUMP

Just make sure you just stare at the package and not
the story underneath. Unfortunately the plot's shallow
and predlctible, especially when you remember any

slick performance as king of basketball hustling. His
mouth can stretch a 30-sccond game into an hour, and
Harrelson is always more than eager to mouth back in

other con•artist vs. con.artist films like ''The Color of
Money...

what sometimes resembles street theatre more than
basketball.

Ah, but who cares? Even non•basketball fans can get
a kick out of this film. Here's some of the reasons why.
One of the shiniest assets to "White Men" are the
women behind the hustlers. Billy's girlfriend Gloria
Clemente, played by Rosie Perez ("Do the Right
Thing"), is definitely unique. Her dream in life is to be
on the game show Jeopardy! so she spends almost all of
her free time cramming her head with everything from
popes to foods that start with the letter Q. She punches
well with a half-ditzy-half-genius-half-street-smart
performance and tends to outshine Harrelson, who still
looks like an overgrown muppet
Another diamond in the rough is Snipes' incredibly

Still another nice touch are the cameos popping in
and out of the games. Keep your eyes open and you 'II
sec former UCLA and NBA stars going toe-to-toe with
our heroes.
Finally, and one of the best partS, is that it really is
Harrelson and Snipes pulling off some incredible moves
on the court. No fancy look-alikes and tricky angles to
disgusc actors like many spons films do. They had to
take a training camp from mid-April to July last year,
led by former athletic director and basketball coach at
Loyola Marymount College Dick Baker and the Laker's
former trainer, Frank O'Neill. During filming, no one
was sidelined with anything more serious than sprained

Promotional photo

Wesley Snipes and Woody Harrelson : Two
magicians on and off the court.
fingers and twisted ank!Cs.
So, if any of this sounds interesting, get your butt
down to Crossroads 6 where it plays weekdays at 4:30,
7:00 and 9:20 p.m. It'll definitely leave you with a
beuer feeling than "Basic Instinct .. But, that's another

story.

COMIX ♦ OIRONIUE COMIX ♦ OIRONIUE COMIX ♦ OIRONIQ.E COMIX ♦ OIRONIQ.E COMIX ♦ OIRONIUE

Oddfellow's Lot / By Daniel 13. Stoltz

T.J.'s I By Troy Longie

I ·TonK-th<,.ffLL ncflle
'/ou &,on 51'1.lh. YUP.

PhysicalJerks / By Gunelson & Lane
KRJSII-NA IS TH£ ••. U~~,

~la.h, kl,,J1 ... J-lERES A
BfloUlvl..E --. ~\...Ii i bl.. ~, bl
. A

•

1,2,3.4 BEDROOM APAATME
EFFICIENCIES AND STUDIOS

•

~6CNRg;i~~gl~~~:1t~E~t11~TY

•

EXCELLENT LOCATIONS ONE BLOCK FROM

•

APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST SO

scs

RESERVE

YOURSUMMER
AND 1992-93 SCHOOL YEAR APARTMENT
TODAY!!! CALL FOR APOINTMENT

251-1814

Acacia is having
a free car wash
today at the Tom
Thumb across
from Coborn's
(328 5 ave. S.).
Donations will be
accepted.
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'Foxes:' Greed is still around from Page 11
says, "They have an
androgynus strength. It doesn't
tip the scale. They're treated
equally. Which is prophetic ...
this was written only twenty
years after (women were)
getting the right to vote."

out ... at any cost. It's ironic ..
We're turning into a new
century again, but avarice is the
same," he said.
Cole adds, "History repeats
itself. As humans, we haven 't
learned to relate like we wish
we could."

"Educationally, it's becoming
one of the founding American
plays. It defines a genre of
Americo:m theatre," Lane said.

"We have to be a little more
human," agrees Granite. "As
far as the gre<d goes .. We
have fast food, order this,
deliver that, drive through
everything. This greed, this
need for money and self control

So, what makes this founding
play relevant to the nineties?
"It's a prophetic view about
Capitalism. That greed will win

and need to go forward can
destroy a family and alienate
things that should be important
to you. You see that although
it's 1900, people still do things
the exact same way ... It's
very unhappy in that sense...
What kind of message should
an audience come away with?
"Don't screw with your
family," Cole said. "You need
them."

It's Caused More Dropouts Than Calculus,
Prelaw And Organic Chemistry Combined.
/-;lcf>fococemocproblemsarealc:orolrelaled.

v..,- ........-......._,_,.

80,000 PEOPLE GAVE SOMETHING TO

THE IRS THIS YEAR. AND THEY CAN'T WAR

IF

TILL NEXT YEAR TO GM AGAIN.

They volunteered their skills
to people who needed hel p doing their ·
· taxes. And it made them feel great .
They weren't necessarily accountants. They were people, like yo u and
your club or group m 'f!bers, whr. have

you'RE SEXUAlly ACTivE,

a basic aptitude for math and a desire
to help others.
You know, you can help people with
what taxes them. And feel great, too.
To find out about the free IRS train-

0

bE REspoNsiblE.

t)

ing . rogram, call 1-800-424-104?.••w
..

~

I •

Family Planning Center
•

CoNTRACEpTivE EducATiON
•

Pl·1ysicAl EXAMiNATiONs
•

PRECjNANCy TESTiNCj
•

WOMENS

Hud1~1

srnviCE

2(; 1/'.l 7 th A,1e. N.

\blunteer n<m And you"ll make someones taxes less taxing later.

THEATRE DEPARTMENT OF
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESENTS:

252-9504

St. Cloud

At these prices

why wait?
We guarantee delivery within 30 minutes .

.....

PICK

Large Single Item Pizza

$5 .99

plu,u,

~·-•pmwd=Ml,

Expires April 19, 1992
by Lillian Hellman
Ticket Ottice 255-2455
Bp.m. April 9-11, 13-15,1992
Arena Stage, Performing Arts Center

$2 Non-SCS Students/Senior Citizen
$4 Adults
Free with valid l.D. - SCS Stat! /Students

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

(l) Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.

$

Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
_,.. Notices are free and run only if space allows.
1G" Deadlines: Tuesday noon for Friday editions; Friday noon for Tuesday editions.
_,. Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
181 All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
'D' Contact Tami Gewecke at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

Housing

ff

""*"*YOUR satisfactioo Is our concem ...... Charlamain 253-0770.
STATESIDE. Four bedroom apts.,
close to SCS, heat+cable paid.
A/C, dishwasher. Excel Prop. 2516005.

people. $75-155 close to campus. 253-1439.
THREE bedroom apts. for fall ask
for Allan 251-101 O 253-3488.
2 bedroom apt. across street from
campus, quiet house 251-2116.

112 baths, laundry, security. Heat
paid. Close to campus. Garages,
parking. Results Property Mgmt.
253-0910.
FEMALE 4 single rooms for fall.
Clean, quiet house. 251 ·2 116.
SWEET 4 bedroom apts. available
summer & fall. 1 and 2 bath $110215. Includes electricity, heat,
water, garbage, cable. What a
dealt 253-1439.

*****NEED your own room and
open to sharing an apartment?
Check out the possibilities! We
wilt put you In touch with others
looking to share an apartment.
Talk to your potential roommates
first, then ... Rent at simply the
bestl...This summer and next
schoolyear ... Ch arl amain I
253•0770.

FALL 3 bedroom apartment half
block south of Coborns on 5th
Ave. All newly remodeled! In
lour-plex, very nice, $225 ea .
Phone 251-4160.

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms available
immediately. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4051.

**"*""SUMMERS best value In
1,2,3&4 bedroom apartments
available for summerl Only 4 bedroom apartments for fall. Just a
few
available!
Call
today... Charlamain ... 253-0770.

PRIVATE + shared rooms for
women in houses+smaller apanment bldgs. Heat paid, parking,
laundry, micro, dishwasher, well
maintained. 251-6005 or 2534042.

2 bedroom apartment for 3 or 4
people , utilities included. 259·
9434.

WALNUT Knoll Apts under new
management. Summer $95 Fall
$189-$225, 259-4841.

UNIVERSITY West II. Ideal location. Efficiency and 4 bedroom
units close to SCSU. Garages,
parking, security. Heat and basic
cable paid. Results Property
Mgmt. 253-091 0.

ONE bedroom apt., heat paid, airconditioned, microwave, security,
near SCSU, downtown, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.

..... STYLED specifically for four
people our large three room bath·
bay room /van ity room /toi letry
room offer privac y & plenty of
space !or everyooe .... Charlamain!
253-0770.

UNIVERSITY North, new, two,
three, and four bedroom apts.,
close to campus, private locking
rooms, dishwasher, decks,
microwaves, cable, air conditioned, heat paid, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.
HALENBECK Apts.
Private
rooms, 2 baths, best prices on 5th
Ave. 259-0977.

METROVIEW, private rooms,
security, one, two, three bedroom
apts., decks, cable, heat paid,
near campus , airconditioned,
Riverside Properties 251-8284,
251-9418.
SOUTH Side Park apts. $219 fall.
Two full baths, garages $25. 819
13th St. So. 259-4841.
TWO bedroom apartments - summer $260/mo. also houses with
single and double rooms for rent.
Riverside Prop. 251 ·8284.
*****DISTINCTIVELY
Deslgned ... Charlamalnl 2530770.
BUDGET student housing .
Private rooms for women.
Starting at $135 per month .
Apartment Finders 259-4051.
EFFICIENCY apts. air-condi tioned, utilities paid, $130 summer
$250 fall, 259-4841.
OLYMPIC II: Private rooms near
Ice arena. Two baths, dishwasher,
basic cable, heat paid. Garages,
parking , carports.
Renting.
Renting summer and fall. Results
Property 253-091 o.
ECLIPSE Industries 1nc., $189250, Eff. 1 and 4 bedro oms.
_
Many locations. 259-4841.
PRIVATE rooms In 4/bdm apartments close to campus for summer & fall. Includes heat, dishwasher, microwave, A/ C, miniblinds, laundry. Yearly rates available. Campus Quarters at 575 7th Street South 252-9226.
CHEAP rent for summer and fall.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. for 3-4

BRIDGEPORT: Close to campus.
Si ngle rooms. Clean, quiet,
microwave, laundry, parking. Heat
and basic cable paid. Renting for
summer and fall. Results Propeny
Management 253-0910.
SUBLEASERS needed for spring
quaner at The Townhomes. $219.
Free ·parking 252-2633.
UNIVERSITY Apts: Two bedroom
units for lour, reasonable rates,
cable and heat paid, near campus,
we also rent rooms as singles,
Riverside Properties, 251-9418,
251-8284.
FEMALE housing: 1311-6th Ave.
S. Park South Apartments. 2
bdrm (double OCCtJpancy) for summer and fall quarters. Secure,
clean, complete units call for viewing.
Tom 253-1898
Kathy
253-9381.
WOMEN: lired of the noise and
conditions? We have well kept,
private rooms with a high priority
on security right across from HmCase. Call for details. Bob 2518211 days, 253·8027 evenings.
•••••cLEAN •• • Cared
for ... Considerate... Ouiet. .. Ouality...
Call Charlamain 253-07701
TWO bedroom apts. for four people. Summer and Fall. Ask for
Allan 251-1010 or 253-3488.
FEMALE: Single rooms, summer
and fall. Quiet, utilities paid. 2530451.

WINTER quarter, M/F singles.
$130-$180. 1 BR apt. for male
$265. Convenient locations. Dan
255-9163.
FALL: Private bedroom in 4 bedroom. AC, dishwasher, micro,
blinds, $209/$225/month. Severa!
locations close to school. 2533688.
SOUTHVIEW Apts. , 2 bedroom
units for four. Reasonable, airconditioned, cable, heat paid, one
block from hockey arena. Double
up and save, Riverside Properties
251-8284, 251-9418.
UNIVERSITY Place four bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, blshwasher, microwave, AJC. Close in.
Excel 251-6005.
WINDSOR West: 4 bedroom,
some bl-level units. Heat, water,
basic cable paid. Quiet. Results
Property Mgmt. 253-0910.
***"* SO PH I STICAT ED
Sty1e ... Charlamain! 253-0770.
CAMPUS East: Private rooms.
Two f ull baths. Storage , dishwashers, basic cable and heat
paid. Free parking. Garages
available. Renting summer and
fall. Results Property 253-0910.
CAMPUS Apts. Fou r bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, garages,

NC, dishwasher. Excel Property
Mgmt. 251-6005.
LOOKING for summer housing?
West Campus II has openings in 2
& 4 bedroom apts !or summer.
Rent $75-$110. Call 253-1439 for
more info.

LOOKING for an inexpensive
quality apanment? We've got ill
Large 2 bedroom apts. for 3-4
people, $155-200/mo. lnclu'des
elec1ricity and cable call 253-1 439.

FALL, 8, 11 bf houses. Dan 2559163. 1 & 3 br apts. also summer
availability.

NORTH Campus: 1,3,4 bedroom
units with decks, dishwashers, 1

LARGE single room wl private
bathroom and A/C for the older

student. Utilities ln'cludes. 706 6th Ave. So. 252-9226.
STATEVIEW: One block from
campus. Single rooms. Laundry,
parking, basic cable and heat paid.
Renting summer and next fall.
Results Property Management
253-0910.
TIRED of wasting pocket money
on rent? Spacious 2 bedroom
apts. !or fall. Great for 3-4 people.
$155-200. Free electricity and
cable. can 253-f439.
"*"*"*WHIRLPOOL spa, sundecklbalconies. Relax in your own
bedroom, heated garages, all only
$3 more .......•.•... Charlamainl
253-ono.
LARGE single rooms in large
house. $245 • $260. Parking, utilities Included. Co•ed. Call Mike
656-0169.

tion, free parking, two blocks to
campus. Call Rand alter six 2559739.
VERY Affordable . $145 .00 per
person. Two bedrooms designed
for foursomes. Quiet 4 plex. 112
block south Ot Ntnl. Hockey Ctr.
Summer specials. Free off street
parking. Call 252-2000 or 2529759.
MALE , 3 bedroom apartment.
Utilities, parking Included. $190
259•9434.
FEMALE, one single, one double,
in remodeled, furnished four bedroom home. Computer (MAC) station, free parking, two blocks to
campus. Call Rand alter six 2559739.
LARGE 4 bedroom house available starting June. 259•9434.

SUMMER/ Fall 2&3 bedroom
apartments on 4th & 5th Avenues,
single rooms. Summer $95.
Phone after 3pm 251-4160.

ONE and four bedroom apts.
Central air, private rooms, blinds,
micro., large bath, basic cable,
parking, garages, convienient.
253-1320 or 253-1838.

UNIVERSITY West Apts. 7247th. Four bedroom units. A/C,
garages, heat-cable paid. Excel
251-6005.

SUMMER. Female. Bedroom in 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Call 656-0481.

COLLEGEVIEW Apartments.
Private ro oms near ice arena.
Renting summer-discounts, fall
starting $209, dishwashers, cable,
heat paid, Riverside 251-8284
251-9418.

LARGE 2 bedroom apts in homey
4-plex for !all. 3-4 people. $155200. You pay phone, we pay ALL
the rest! Professionally managed.
253-1439.

NON-SMOKER to share 2 br apt.
with male. $192.50 mo. 2528305.

MALE 4 sing l e rooms for fall.
Clean, quiet house 251-2116.

SUMMER. MIF singles, 1,2 & 3 br
apts. 7-11 br houses. Dan 2559163.

FEMALES 5,6 &8 br ho uses.
Great locations! Full-time managment. Above average condition.
W/D, free parking. Dan 255-9163.
Also renting !or summer.

0 *"*QUALITY and Care you can
depend on at Charlamainl 2530770.

FOR RENT NEAR CAMPUS.
House/ 4-6 tenants. 1-2-3 bedroom apts. Call soon 255-0850.

WEST Campus II 12 month lease
rent reduc11on. Roomy 2 bedroom
apts. Large llvlng area and storage space. Summer $75-125.
Fall $135-250. Call 253-1439.

ACROSS from Educaiton Building.
Very clean 2 bedroom apartment
$155 ea. 4 people or 3 people. 1
bedroom $210. 1 double $180 ea.
Phone 251-4160 Star Properties.

NICE large spacious house for
rent. Summer/$100 and Fall
$160-$210. Includes utilities. Call
Steve at 252-8246 or stop by at
621 8th Ave. South.

1 & 2 bdrm apartments. Summer,
fall. Special 12 mo. rates. Call
253-1462.

LARGE 3 bedroom apts.
Available for summer/fall. Clean.
Quiet. 6 blocks from SCSU .
Nancy 255-9497.
EFFICIENCY apts. available summer[, heat+<::able paid. Microwave,
A/C, lau ndry, garages . Excel
Properties 251-6005.
FULL Houses for Rent. Save vs.
Apt-5bedroom house for 5 to 8
persons $159/$179 mo. Also Apt.
2 bedroom Rooms Singles $149 to
$189. Model College ol Hair
Design 253-4222 Kim 656•0740
Andy.
FEMALE, one single, one double
in remodeled, furnished four bedroom home. Computer (MAC) sta-

FEMALE subleaser needed immediately to share spacious 2 br with
one other non-smoking female.
Tennis, raquetball, sauna, decks,
on busline. Rent only $170/month.
Ca!I 252-2559.
FEMALE subleaser; Townhomes
$150-8.0. 259-4717.
2 BDRM Apts. 4 persons, large,
clean, quiet, close to camp us .
Heat paid. Economicaf living 2531320 or 253-1838.
TWO bedroom $375 utilities paid,
quiet neighborhood, private
entrance, no smokers. 251-6895.
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Attention ' ' '
TYPING. Word processing, letter
quality. Draft and final copy. Fast

service, reasonable rates. Term
papers, theses, resumes, cover

letters, etc. Call Allee 259-1040
or 251-7001.

Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recording
reveals details 801-379-2929
Copyright #MN12KJC. ·
1990 Katana 600, Great condition,
6,600 mt., Red, $3250. 259-7747
Doug.

PARKING: 2 blocks from Atwood
253-5452, evenings.

Employment $

TYPING $1.00 page, Suzie 2551724.

SEASONAL POSITION. Our
camp needs an Integration
Specialist. This position Integrates
gfrls with special needs Into camp
lile. A therapeutic recreation or
special education background Is
helpful. Internships are welcome.
To receive an info packet, call or
write : Human Resources, Greater
Mpls Girl Scout Council, 5601
Brooklyn Blvd, Mpls, MN 55429,
612-535-4602. AA/EOE.

GRAD student will edit, proofread,

and tutor any writing assignment.
Call Chris 654-1720. Flexible
rates

LOST: Brown glasses. Call 2553457.

FOUND: Gold wedding band
(men's) 4/1 outside Mitchell Hall.
Call Claire 654-1351 or 255-3066
to daim.
SECRET LOANS!
We tend
money by mall - $300 to $5000 In
absolute privacy. Borrow for any
good reason. No co-signers. No
mortgages. Write for details and

application - no obligation.
Financial Services, Dept. L, Box
237, Verbena, Al abama 360910237. Endose envelope!
TYPING $1.00 page, Kelli 259·
9594.
ATTENTION Entrepreneurs. Earn
extra income part-time or full-time
while you help fight violent crimes
through arming students with the
ECHO (Emergency Call Help Out).
Currently seeking local Independent distributO(S. The time Is now,
call today for more info. Thomas
Ross, 612-333-4774.
FINANCIAL Aid available immediately! Special grants program.
Ev.ery student eligible. No one
turned down. Simple application.
Send name, adchss and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to : Student
Services, P.O. Box 22-4026,
Hollywood, Fl 33022.
PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with Immediate results at
the St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call 612-253-1962 24 hrs.
a day. 400 East St. Germain St.,
Suite 205; -St. Cloud.
HEADING F.OR EUROPE this
summer? Jet there anytime for
$169 from the East Coast, $229
from the Midwest (when available).
(Reported In let's Gel & NY
Times.) AIRHITCH r 212-8642000.
TYPING: Resumes and papers
done on letter quality prlntar. Call
Bridget 259-6356, leave massage.

For Sale

~

SEVEN bedroom house, duplex
style, located on Sixth Avenue,
good for either rental or large family . $96,000, $9,000 down, C40
Contact Mike at 656•0 169.
MEI lnterframe BackBack. Great
for Europe. $75. Jean 654-1085.
YAMAHA receiver. Best offer 2553574.
DARKROOM (B&W), complete
$150, Fostex X-15 mult!tracker
$250, Violin $100, Clarinet $60,
Complete PA System $200, Mike
656·9136.
ENVIRONMENTALLY safe •
Shaklee products available at
1412 St. Germain 251-9431.
CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
Seized.
89 Mercedes .................. $200.
86 vw.... _ _ _ _ _ $5o.
87 Mercedes ......... ......... $100.
65 Mustang... .....
.. •.•• $50.

WANTED: Summer daycare !or
one 7 year old child in exchange
for room and board. Westside
253-3508.
HELP WANTED MAINTENANCE
Temporary person needed for
summer months, full-time wlth
some travel re quired, drywall ,
painting, light carpentry, and general mainten ance. Ind ividual
should be highly motivated and
detail oriented. Send resume to:
Temporary Maintenance, P.O. Box
7792, St Clood, MN 56302.
CAMP for boys (June through
July) on Pelican Lake, north of
Brainard. Need program director,
counselors, waterfront, archery,
music and kitchen help. (612)
731-1166.
•THINKING of taking some time
off from school? We need MOTH·
ER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We
have prescreened fammes to suit
you. live In exciting New York
City suburbs. We are established
since 1984 and have a strong support network. 1-800-222-XTAA•
MANHATTAN 9/92 • 6/93 Excel.
Salary, room/board. Teach sweet
UD boy, 1.6, alter school. Days
free. Opportunity to work as par•
alegal or study. Call Sun-Thurs
p.m. (212) 724-9540.

CRUISE JOBS. Cruise Lines Now
Hiring. Earn $2000+ per month
working on crulseships. World
Travail Holiday, Summar and Fulltime employment available. For
Employment Prog ram call 1-206·
545-4155 ext. C370.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF. Make a
difference in a girl's life! Spend a
summer at camp that earns dividends ol new skills, new experience, and new friends. Our
camps need Head Counselors
(Unit Dlrectors/Mgrs), General
Counselors, horseback riding staff,
and lifeguards. Internships are
welcome. To receive an Info packet, call or
write:
Human
Resource s, Greater Mpls Girl
Scout Council, 5601 Brooklyn
Blvd, Mp!s, MN 55429, 612-535·
4602. ANEOE.
4 STUDENTS In This Region Will
EARN SCHOLARSHIPS Valued
Fr om $500 to $1,000 This
Summer. Earn while you learn
valuable motivational and leadership skills. Could easily lead to
exe1:1llent sparelime work this fall.
For appointment call 251-9165.

STOP IJI Need a Job Now and for
Summer? Earn $3 per envelope
malling our Sales Circulars!
FulVPart lime! Start Now! Send a
long S.A.S. Envelope: Galaxee
Dis tributor s,
Employee
Processing, P.O. Box 1157 Forked
River, NJ 08731.

MANHATTAN 9/92 • 6/93 Excel.
Salary, room/board. Teach sweet,
UD boy, 16, after schoool. Days
free. Opportunity to work as paralegal or study. Call Sun-Thurs.
p.m. (212) 724-9540.
$5341 is the amount the average
student
made
with
the
Southwestern Co. l ast summer!
Call 656-4231 for an Informational
Interview on campus.
NANNIIES NEEDED. Well known
agency has the perfed job for you
in Connecticut. loving families,
top salaries, room and board, airfare paid. CARE FOR KIDS, Dept.
St. C, PO Box 27, Rowayton, CT
06853, (203) 852-8111.
EXCELLENT opportunity for
mature persons who like to work
with school children of all ages.
Spanier Bus Service Is now hiring
part-time school bus drivers fO( the
remainder ol this school year and
for the 1992 • 1993 school year.
Route times run 6:45 • 8:15 am
and 2:00. 4:15 pm. We will train
and help you get your commercial
driver's license. Kindergarten and
activity trip Q'iving also a possibili·
ty. can Spanier Bus for more info.
251-3313.

Notices ~
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to see SCSU physicians to get
prescriptions lilled at HEALTH
SERVICE PHARMACY. We honor
student prescriptions from any
physician.
HEY Criminal Justice majors and
minors! The Criminal Justice
Association wants you to come
check us out! Wednesday at noon
SH 3231 Ifs educational and Fun!

GIVEAWAY good hldebed couch.
You haul 255-3262 day 654-6987
eve.

FREEi Tutors available in most
subject areas. Check ii ouil
Academic learn!g Center SH 101.
let our lriendly stalf help you .
255-4993.

SYLVIA Plath. Vincent Van Gogh.
Do you want to end up like these
guys? Dead or without en ear?
Neither do wel Submit to
Harvest.

CAASA and the Women's Center
are sponsoring a sexual assault
support group Tuesdays for Info.
call Joline 255-4958 or Diana
255-4850.

WHY be politically - correct when
you can use yoor brain?

IN-LINE Skating Club meetings
every Monday at 4:00pm In
Atwood Mississippi Room .
Skating events of all types are
planned.

STUDENT Group Bisexuals
United looking for new members,
if int8fested call 654-5166. Leave
message.

rr·s

RAINING.

WOMEN'S Equality Group meets
every Wednesday at 11 :00 am at
Women's Centar. 654-5166.
LESBIAN By Nature meets every
Monday at 7:00 pm at the
Women's Centar. 654-5166.

A . A. meets Thurs., 5 pm at
Newman Center, Classroom C.
For more fnlo. call 255-4850. New
membars welcome.
WELCOME all people to warm,
accepting, friendly fellowsh ip. We
meet every Thursday 7:00pm, ·
Atwood Sauk-Watab Room.
Come to understand, learn, or
experience Christian fellowship.

I.V.C.F.

SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS MONEY for college: Ale you interoffer a challenging outdoor work ested in 6-25 financial aid sources FREEi Tutors available In most
experience with girls age 6-17 for your education? Call 252- subject areas. Check It out!
.
while you earn an excellent salary, 8863.
Academic learning Center SH
lodging, board, insurance, travel,
1 01. let out frfendly staff help
and work experie nce. Camp DID YOU KNOW? You don't need you. 255-4993.
Tahigwa, located near Decorah i n ! - - - -- - - - - - - - ' - - - - - -- - - northeast Iowa, has the following
0

~~s~t~~~~s tr:n~:~t~=;~n;/~a~~
Counselors. Oates of employment

;

Read and Recycle • Read and Recycle •

~~~ ~rt~o~~ ~~,:r~~~~ 8~r 1:,:~: 1-_-E_'2_1/!l_'2_1!1_rtl._'l/l_rtl._J//._JJ_J//._;,..-ll!l-■-■-■-m-e_J//._'!J_.'2_!!_rtl._l!!_!l_l!!_!ll._'l!_.l!!_!l!_l!l_;l!l!g

cation, contact Conestoga-c oondl
of Girl Scouts, 319-232-6601 or 1·
800-772-0043 (in Iowa). Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Personals

(9

lr'S RAINING.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT • fisheries.
Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transporta•
tionl Room & Boardl Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. For employment program call Student
Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 1629.

THOSE who believe ln the Christ
and the hope of everlasting llfe
promised In the Bible have everything to gain. IF they are right and
the scoffars are wrong n makes an
Eternity of Difference. What do
you have to gain or lose by reading God's Word and beli eving In
His Son, Jesus?

NEW BEGINNINGS, Home For
Slng le Pregnant Women . Selfhelp program providing professional counsel!ng & support services.
40 N 25 Ave. St. Cloud· .. 2551252.

1r·s

RAINING.

TOP 1 O Reasons Why
Would Like To
Meet Me :
10. Perfect rolls at the bottom
of my jeans. 9. Cute ankle tatoo.
8.
Eastman sauna regular.
7. Ruby red lips. 6. Willing to
move on a whim. 5. Can supply
m ate with clothing apparel.
4. Obvious sens e ol humor.
3. Exclusive member at Solid
Gold. 2. I look and act straight,
kind of. 1. They don't call me
Mayday for nothing. To save your
day... call •Mayday• 255-BLIT-O.
IT"S RAINING.
RELIGION Is prejudice. The clergy must show that misery fits the
good for heaven, while happiness
prepares the bad for hell; that the
wicked get all their good things in
this life, and the good all their evil;
that In this world god punishes the
people he loves and in the next,
hie ones he hates; that happiness
makes us bad here, but not In
van: that pain makes us good
1,
~ re, but not in hell. No matter
ow absurd these things may
appear, they must be preached
and they must be believed by
Christians. Christianity is false
and Immoral.

-e
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Daily
service to the
Minneapolis
Airport
Go to the airport (and ba~k)
for Spring Holiday

On Campus Pick up/drop off
Call Now for Reservations
253-2226

~,~ LU!!!;~~~st~~~?,a~~h!c~~i~s~~:;:IP
397 3rd Avenue Sou th

259-1577

'Tasters Choice' -Tuesday
Ever wonder where those 'new' foods
on the market come from?

for tliose wl,o care , ..

Courage
Cards
These cards will make
someone feel good before
you even send them.

Come help us decide!
No cost to you.
5 p.m., 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Holy Cross Lutheran
You must call for reservations!
Help someone with
a disabilily.

·M-ONEY
FOR COLtEGE

Remember to
attendthe~
Wors h.1p ~ /411
Services!
Wednesday
7p.m.

Call for a
FREE holiday
card catalog!
1-800-852-9452
24hours

(612) 520-0201

~ Twi:::e~AGE
\Li
CEN TER
3915 Goldef1Val ltylload

Every student Is eligible for some

Goklen Vi1Hey. M1MeSOtit!l5-122

type of financial aid regardless

of grades or parental Income.

Three Affordable Locations Near Campus
•

Financial Aid

Available lmmed1ately!
Special grants program
Every stu!knt eligible
No one turned down
Simple application
Send ~~,.?,i'br.';1~)

P&H

/'&~i"!J~r.1,~6
Hollywood, FL 331)22

and trash are
usually found in
the same place.
Pick up a winner
instead.
Read University
Chronicle,
winner of 23 of 35
awards in the 1992
Minnesota Newspaper
Association's
College Better
Newspaper Contest.

_
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What"s black
and white and
read all over?
University
Chronicle

La,gePrivate 4 br. / 2baths
Private Parking
.
Security Bldgs.
- - - Laundry-facilities
Tanning Beds & Ceiling Fans
Extra Closet & Storage Space
Newer Buildings

J._
.I

Cinnamon Ridge 7 Ave. SO.
Olympic I Apts. 15 St. So.
M & M Apts. 8 Ave. So.

1 •

